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• We have been thinking about the reactor anomaly in this 
context for some time now

• An energy-independent deficit at longer baselines stemming from  
sterile-mediated oscillations at short-baselines???

• A major driving factor behind our SBL reactor efforts: test this idea!
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Reactor Anomaly: Since 2011

Daya	Bay,	Chin.	Phys.	C	41(1)	(2017)



• We now have some new context to consider - Daya Bay fuel  
evolution - reactor anomaly’s size depends on fuel content.

• General outcome: incorrect flux predictions are at least partially 
responsible for reactor anomaly
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• We now have some new context to consider: Daya Bay fuel  
evolution: reactor anomaly’s size depends on fuel content.

• General outcome: incorrect flux predictions are at least partially responsible 
for reactor anomaly

• Specific outcomes: more murky

• DYB: if we consider hypotheses where the anomaly arises from only one cause,  
then poorly-predicted U235 is preferred to sterile neutrino oscillations

• Perhaps seems to chip  
away at the case for  
sterile neutrinos?

• Should SBL reactor 
folks be getting 
nervous about our 
central physics goals?
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• We now have some new context to consider: Daya Bay fuel  
evolution: reactor anomaly’s size depends on fuel content.

• Specific outcomes: more murky

• Various global fits: for a broader range  
of possible anomaly causes, no real  
preference for ones that involve  
sterile neutrinos over ones that don’t…

• Moreover, DYB data and global fluxes 
can point to very similar or very 
different oscillation parameter best-fits,  
depending on which models are applied

• Also, haven’t even considered some 
 models, i.e. 239+OSC model…
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Giunti, Laveder, Li; in preparation
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Reactor Anomaly: New Context

Giunti, Laveder, Li; in preparation

NET TAKEAWAY:  
Daya Bay evolution result provides new insights into 

flux predictions, but does not definitively address  
the sterile neutrino hypothesis.

To do this, a direct probe for L/E behavior  
at short-baseline reactors is required!
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Reactor Anomaly: New Context

Oh, and also:  
Daya Bay evolution result does not definitively address  

the origin of the ‘spectrum anomaly’

To do this, HEU-LEU spectrum comparison is best.

Daya	Bay,	Chin.	Phys.	C	41(1)	(2017)
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Daya	Bay,	PRL	118	(2017)



SBL Reactor Experiment Requirements

• Primary requirements to meet these physics goals:

• Spectrum measurement:

• HEU reactor: enables comparison to existing LEU measurements 

• Energy resolution: enables elucidation of features in specific energy ranges

• Well-understood absolute response: ultimate limiter of measurement precision

• Sterile neutrino search:

• Multiple baselines: required for a sterile search independent of  
the exact underlying spectrum shape.

• Well-understood relative response: enables relation of any baseline-to-baseline 
signal variations directly to short-baseline oscillations

• Both: Must meet these requirements while also rejecting 
copious backgrounds
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PROSPECT Collaboration

• PROSPECT: the Precision Reactor Oscillation and  
SPECTrum Experiment

• Address the sterile neutrino hypothesis via a reactor-model-independent  
short-baseline oscillation search

• Probe the spectrum anomaly’s origin via a precision 235U νe measurement
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PROSPECT Experimental Layout
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• HFIR: Compact 85 MW HEU reactor

• AD: 14x11 15x15x120 cm Li-doped  
liquid scintillator cells:  
~4 tons of total LS mass

 
Highly specular  

reflective separators

PMTs  



PROSPECT: Meeting Requirements
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• HFIR: Compact 85 MW HEU reactor

• AD: 14x11 15x15x120 cm Li-doped  
liquid scintillator cells

 
Highly specular  

reflective separators

PMTs  

Multiple baselines:  
compare between cells

absolute/relative response:  
calibration axes along cells

Multiple baselines:  
moveable detector

HEU core

energy resolution:  
efficient light production/propagation



PROSPECT: Development Timeline

• Extensive R&D provides confidence that our design will  
enable us to meet these key experimental requirements.

• Also: years of operational experience at Oak Ridge, HFIR
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PROSPECT: Development Timeline

• Extensive R&D provides confidence that our design will  
enable us to meet these key experimental requirements.

• Also: years of operational experience at Oak Ridge, HFIR
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P20 Shield at HFIR AD1 Location: ~1/4 the size of the full AD1 shield



AD1 Tour: Li-Doped Scintillator

• LiLS: EJ309-based PSD scintillator;  
excellent n/gamma/nLi identification.

• AD1 Scintillator production (BNL)  
well underway.

• QA/QC, shipping, and  
storage also underway

AD1 Scintillator Production:  
Example batch size

AD1 QA: PSD Check

AD1 Scintillator:  
Initial Shipment
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AD1 Tour: Target Segmentation System
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• Optical panels direct light to 
PMTs at either cell end

• Total internal reflection  
from teflon casing

• Specular reflection from 
3M DF2000M foils

• Fabrication of AD1  
panels well underway 

• QA/QC done in parallel
Optical Separator Fabrication

Completed optical panel

Production QA: Panel thickness
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AD1 Tour: Rod/Calibration Components
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• Pinwheel rods support optical separators,  
PMT housings while defining dry 
calibration axes

• AD1 rods were mass-produced 
via 3D-printing of ABS plastic;  
extensive QA regime in parallel

• 42 optical calibration axes:  
fast-timing light injection system

• 35 radioactive source axes:  
swappable sources, source types

AD1: ’standard’ pinwheel rod

AD1: ’support’ rod

Prototype: optical calibration unit
Prototype: radioactive source 

calibration capsule

Production QA: pinwheel arm thickness

3D-Printing  
precision:  

+/- ~0.003”



AD1 Tour: PMT Housings
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• Housings separate LiLS-incompatible  
PMTs from scintillator, provide  
standard building blocks 
for assembly of AD1 target

• Intensive QA procedures

• Leak checking, PMT testing, and dimensional checks

PMT Burn-in and Testing

Completed Optical Module 
AD1 production 
well underway



PROSPECT: Demonstrating Requirements

• Following our tour, let’s see how our existing R&D has 
demonstrated our ability to meet requirements

• Reminder: background rejection, energy resolution, energy response
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2015: PROSPECT-20, EJ309

• 20-liter Prototype Deployed at AD1 Location at HFIR

• Similar geometry, cell optics, PMTs, electronics, and passive shielding as AD1

• First deployed with  
un-doped EJ309

• High/uniform PSD

• 851 PE/MeV: < 4%/Sqrt(E)  
photon statistics res

• High Erec uniformity
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JINST 10 P11004 (2015) 

P20, PSD Versus Energy P20, PSD  
Versus Position

P20, Erec  
Versus Position

background rejection, energy resolution, energy response

P20, PSD, 0.5-0.7 MeV

Charge Integral (A.U.)



2015-2016: PROSPECT-20, Li-EJ309

• Same prototype, but with 0.1% lithium doping

• PSD still excellent, PE collection still high: >500 PE/MeV

• Li-capture peak enables an IBD-like event selection

• Extensive fast neutron reduction (advantage over plastic detectors)

• Extensive accidental reduction (advantage over GdLS) - negligible!

• Determined cosmic IBD-like rates in single cell
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J Phys G 43 (2016)

Prompt PSD versus Delayed PSD

background rejection, energy resolution, energy response

Progressive E+PSD Cuts IBD-like candidates



2015-2016: PROSPECT MC Benchmarks

• Same prototype, but with 0.1% lithium doping

• IBD-like shows good agreement between MC and data

• Benchmarked MC predicts >3 S:B for full AD1

21background rejection, energy resolution, energy response

IBD-like candidates, MC versus data IBD-like signal, background, AD1 MC 

J Phys G 43 (2016)



2016-2017: PROSPECT-50

• Full 2-cell prototype, identical to AD1 design, deployed at Yale

• Once again, PSD PE/MeV still high, similar to P20

• Production detector configuration, scintillator show excellent stability

• In-axis calibration source deployments with numerous sources

• Identification of Boron-12 cosmogenic beta spectrum (~unique to LiLS)

22background rejection, energy resolution, energy response



SBL Reactor Experiment Requirements

• Primary requirements to meet these physics goals:

• Spectrum measurement:

• HEU reactor: enables comparison to existing LEU measurements 

• Energy resolution: enables elucidation of features in specific energy ranges

• Well-understood absolute response: ultimate limiter of measurement precision

• Sterile neutrino search:

• Multiple baselines: required for a sterile search independent of  
the exact underlying spectrum shape.

• Well-understood relative response: enables relation of any baseline-to-baseline 
signal variations directly to short-baseline oscillations

• Both: Must meet these requirements while also rejecting 
copious backgrounds
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✔
✔

HFIR = HEU

calibration sources  
+ cosmic spectra 
throughout AD1

✔
✔

15cm  
segmentation

4-5%/Sqrt(E)  

demonstrated

✔
✔prototype-benchmarked  

MC gives >3:1 S:B



Physics: Absolute Spectrum

• PROSPECT will deliver ~160,000 IBD/year

• Bypass existing best 235U ν spectrum measurement (ILL) in a single cycle!

• 4-5%/Sqrt(E) energy resolution

• Precisely search for unusual spectral features across entire spectrum

• Calibrations, cosmogenics enable reduction of systematics
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J Phys G 43 (2016)



Physics: Sterile Oscillations
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PROSPECT cross-section• Simultaneous measurement at many baselines

• Enables sterile search free of reactor spectrum info:  
a true ‘smoking gun’ L/E measurement

• Moveable detector

• Further L/E sensitivity; enables systematic checks

Unoscillated

Oscillated

Osc Parameters: 
Δm2 = 3.5 eV2 
sin2θ14 = 0.5

Exp. Parameters: 
HFIR 1year, 3ton target  

30% Eff, 5% E-res



Physics: Sterile Oscillations

• Have calculated example 
exclusion curves for specific 
1-year run plans

• Utilizing covariance matrix  
approach assuming  
Wilk’s Theorem holds

• Address best-fit RAA 
regions at 3sigma CL  
with a single year of data

• Address much of allowed 
region at 3sigma CL  
with full 3-year dataset

• Plan to utilize more-appropriate  
Feldman-Cousins and CLs methods  
for oscillation analysis results

• Others should consider this, as well!
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J Phys G 43 (2016)



Summary

• While context surrounding the reactor antineutrino anomaly 
has evolved since 2011, the sterile neutrino hypothesis 
still has yet to be definitively addressed

• This means SBL reactor experiments are essential in neutrino physics today

• HEU SBL experiments are also represent the next step in understanding the  
nature of the reactor spectrum anomaly

• PROSPECT is designed to pursue both of these physics goals 

• Years-long R&D process has validated PROSPECT’s abilities on both fronts

• Have demonstrated many valuable capabilities unique to PROSPECT, in terms of  
background rejection, light collection, and energy response characterization

• PROSPECT will begin physics data-taking by the end of 2017

• Using multiple baselines and detector cells, will produce an oscillation 
measurement totally independent of the true underlying reactor spectrum

• Extensive calibration capabilities should enable a systematically robust, highly-
precise absolute spectrum measurement
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